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SKYFORM COLUMNS

Product Ecosystem Control:
Skyline Sheet Metal has complete
control of the design, fabrication,
shipping and installation of our
Skyform Columns. With this level of
control we are able to react to
construction tolerances and
project schedules with a level of
eﬃciency that is just not possible
when relying on a third party
fabricator.

Benefit:
Skyline’s unique control of the
products ecosystem provides a
level of service and quality that is
hard to reproduce with a third party
Column Cover supplier in
conjunction with a contract installer.

SKYFORM COLUMNS
Material: .125 ALUM KYNAR FINISH
PORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE CASCADE CAMPUS

Look and Feel:
Columns need to match the wall
panel system? Not a problem when
columns are specified along side
Skyline’s numerous proprietary wall
panel systems. Skyline can match
the finish and in some cases even
make the column covers out of the
same material specified for the wall
panels.
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Joint types:
Skyline oﬀers round, square,
rectangular, and oblong
column covers with either a
hairline or reveal joint.
Choose from our many
options to configure the
column cover look you desire.
Custom:
Designers have a vision and
at Skyline we want to
facilitate this. Every Column
Cover is custom designed for
the particular project in mind,
from fastening method to
look and feel of the joint
layout. We are capable of
manufacturing to any design
spec and we encourage
designers not to hold their
visions to a list of design
specs in a catalog cut sheet.
We take the approach of you
design it and we will make it
happen..

SKYFORM COLUMNS
Material: 4MM ACM
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ALUMINUM PLATE:
3003-H14, 5052,
Aluminum has a density around one third that of steel and is used
advantageously in applications where high strength and low weight
are required
Finish: Kynar, Powder Coat, Anodized

ACM & MCM:
Aluminum and Metal Composite Materials (ACM & MCM)
feature such attributes as superior flatness, vibration
dampening, durability and ease of maintenance. ACM & MCM
both oﬀer the rigidity of heavy-gauge sheet metal in a
lightweight composite material
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